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 Libraries screened, number of compounds, hit rate:

Helmholtz Zentrum München’s in-house library,1H15N HSQC
1500, 2%

Rijksuniversiteit Groningen’s in-house MCR library,1H15N HSQC
700, 5%

Novartis’ Fluorine library,19F, 1H15N HSQC
550, 3%

 CSP analysis carried out for anidea of affected regions of protein

 Performed using CYANA and
FANTEN (created at CERM)

 Assign as many shifted
peaks as possible

 PCS are caused by a tensor

 Using PCS on assigned
residues, position can be
triangulated and tensor
calculated

 The apo protein gave non-
diagonal shifts and different 
metal positions with
different sets of PCS – lack 
of agreement

 On addition of a binding
compound, PCS became
diagonal and different sets
of PCS restraints converge

 Organism: T. cruzi

 Neglected disease: Chaga‘s disease, South America

 Molecular target: PEX14

 Action: Assists in transport across peroxosomal membrane

Drug discovery methods: Fragment-based screening
NMR
Spin labelling

Current medication available: nifurtimox, benznidazole
Side effects include : annorexia, insomnia, neuropathy, vomiting
Other drawbacks: long treatment time—reduced compliance

Middle and Left: depictions of affected residues in PEX14 on addition of 600uM fragment PO1-7 (red: strong nmr changes, 
orange:middle, green:no or little change

Right: 15N HSQC spectrum of 60uM PEX14. Blue: protein without fragment added, red spectrum taken after addition of 600uM PO1-7

 Difficult to co-crystallise with fragments

 Crystallographic soaking not possible - pores
blocked

 Dynamic

 Easy to study effect of concentration,
addition of ligand etc in real time

 Closer to physiological conditions

 Paramagnetic restraints can be used to
probe fragment positions

Novel Drug Target for Trypanosomiasis Why NMR for this system?

Fragment screening

Calculating the Metal Position and Tensor

Overlay of monomeric
CYANA calculations
with differing sets of
PCS restraints from
experiments without a 
ligand. Calculated
metal positions are
shown in red, orange 
and blue, and the CYS 
bound to the tag is
shown in yellow

Finding an Explanation

Lack of diagonal PCS  and no convergence without ligand

-> incorrect assumption in apo calculations

Diagonal PCS and convergence with ligand

->assumption corrected by ligand presence

Dimer modelling with HADDOCK, CYANA and FANTENnew, gave a 
possible dimer structure and was able to predict further PCSs that were 
found in the spectra. A published mammalian dimer calculation result 
was also modelled – PRE and RDC data has now been taken to aid in 
distinguishing the two models.

Left: refined CYANA calculation based on mammalian dimer as published previously (Su, Takeda et al, Mar 2010)

Central, Ligand molecule in modelled pose sitting between the long helices that interact in both dimer models

Right: refined CYANA calculation based on HADDOCK docking result and FANTEN calculations

Right: Image from Dawidowski et al, 
(Science, Mar 2017), showing key
residues in human PEX5-PEX14 
interaction useful in drug development

Below: T. cruzi PEX14 crystal structure
(reference/person). Cyan ring, 
equivalent region of PEX5 peptide
binding site in Trypanasoma cruzi. 
Orange arrows, 2 main pockets that
assist in binding

Paramagnetic Tagging
 Paramagnetic tags can cause Pseudocontact Shifts (PCS), Paramagnetic Relaxation 

Enhancement (PRE) and Residual Dipolar Couplings (RDC) on NMR spectra

 PCS scale with r3 and PRE with r6

 Affects both protein and ligand

 Provides distance dependent restraints for tag and fragment placement

 Here Daniel Häussinger’s DOTA-M8 tag was used

LaLu 298K

Tm 298K

Tm 293K

Tm 288K

Left: PCS are temperature dependent, and form a straight line – a fact that can be used to help with tricky assignments

Right: 15N HSQC spectrum of PEX14, tagged with DOTA-M8 Lu (grey) and Tm (blue). The closer to the M8 tag the residues are, the
further they shift, as represented by the colour of the arrows and protein-tag schematic.

Bottom centre: DOTA-M8 tag2

Overlay of CYANA 
calculations with differing
numbers of PCS restraints. 
Calculated metal positions
are shown in red, orange 
and green, and the CYS 
bound to the tag is shown
in yellow. Here all three
PCS sets converge to one
positionm close to the
next helix, where an 
aspartic acid resides

Assumptions made:
No internal dynamics
Monomeric

Structure: crystal=solution
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Apo Calculations not Self-
Consistent

Presence of Ligand Leads to 
Consistent Calculation Results

Conclusions

 Fragments screens were carried 
out on T. cruzi PEX14

 The protein was tagged with DOTA 
M8 and paramagnetic species was 
measured by NMR

 PCSs were not diagonal in the apo
protein

 On addition of a ligand, the 
became diagonal and calculation 
results were self-consistent

 A possible dimer model was found 
that could explain these findings

Outlook
 PRE, RDC and SAXS measurements 

to provide further restraints

 Studies of dynamics and kinetics

 Use tensor to model on ligands

Possible Dimerisation of PEX14; Monomerised by Ligand 
Presence

19F
Utilising 19F NMR to screen 

fluorine library
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